
Hunting and Survival 
HUNTER CHARACTER GENERATION 
 Characteristics: Roll 2D6 6 times.  Enlistment starts at 18 years old with the rank of laborer. 
 Enlistment: 9+ (+1 if endurance if 8+; +1 if strength 8+; +1 if dexterity 8+) 
  If enlistment is failed, try again the following year. 
 Terms: each term is four years in length. 
 Skills: one skill may be rolled each 4-year term. 
 Promotion: (2D6): 9+ (DM: +1 if Intel is 9+; +2 if Intel 11+); if successful, roll for an additional skill. 
 Survival: 6+ (+1 if strength 8+); failure roll on the Accident Table.  If character leaves service roll 1D4 to 
determine which year of the term this occurs. 
 Reenlistment: 5+ (+1 if Endurance 8+); failure indicates character has quit the service at the end of the 
term and begins adventuring.  Die roll of boxcars means involuntary reenlistment. 
 
 Skills Table 
 Skills Personal Service  Advanced Adv. Education Advancement/ 

1D6: Development Skills  Education (if Intel 8+) Promotion 
 1 = +1 Strength Vehicle  Vehicle  Sensors  1 Laborer 
 2 = +1 Dexterity Camping First Aid  Photography 2 Apprentice 
 3 = +1 Endurance Trapping Leader  Computer 3 Hunter 
 4 = Brawling Fishing  Survival  Journalism 4 Guide 
 5 = Gun Combat Hunting  Food Prep Commo  5 Expedition Leader 
 6 = Blade Combat Food Prep Weather  Survey  6 Safari Owner 
 7 =  Vehicle  Animal Handling Scout  Navigation   
  
 Promotion Skills (automatic skills with promotion):  Accident Table (1D6): 
 Laborer = Camping skill.     1 = Killed 
 Apprentice = Hunting Rifle and Food Prep skills.  2 = Mortally wounded; odd=ok; even=killed 
 Hunter = Hunting and Weather skills.   3 = Severely wounded – discharged 
 Guide = Survival and Leader skills.    4 = Moderate wound - retained 
 Expedition Leader = Recruiting and Purchasing skills. 5 = Light wound - retained 
 Safari Owner = Admin and Liaison skills.   6 = Scratch – retained 
 
Mustering Out and Retirement 
 Retirement: characters may retire voluntarily at the end of any 4-year term. 
 Aging: there is a possibility of detrimental again effects when the character reaches age 34.  See Book 1 or 
book 4 –Citizens of the Imperium, page 5. 
 Mustering Out Benefits: one benefit is received for each term served.  A maximum of three rolls is allowed 
on the Cash Table; remaining rolls must be made on the Material Table.  Characters with Gambling skill are allowed 
a DM of +1 on the Cash Table.  Those who retired after seven terms are allowed a +1 on the Material table.  Ranks 
3-4 receive one extra die roll, and ranks 5-6 receive on extra die roll and a +1 on either table. 
 
 Muster Out Benefit Tables 
 1D6: Material 1  Material 2  Cash 
 1 =  Middle Passage  Laptop Computer  1,000 
 2 =  High Passage  Camping Gear  2,000 
 3 =  Custom Hunting Rifle Survival Kit  3,000 
 4 =  Custom Big Game Rifle Computer (GPA)  5,000 
 5 =  Electronic Scope  Sensors/Alarms  10,000 
 6 =  Scout Ship 100T  Camping Gear for 6 50,000 
 7 =  Safari Ship 200T  Traveller’s Aid  100,000 
 Camping Gear = heavy clothing, good boots, heated tent, sleeping bag, cooking equipment, backpack. 
 



Camping and Hunting Sequences 
 Modern Camping (Camping skill) – Modern camping, using all of the scientific conveniences available is 
a lot easier than primitive camping.  Pop-up climate-controlled tents go up in a minute or two.  Gas powered camp 
stoves light every time, as long as fuel lasts – same for gas or battery powered lamps.  Sleeping bags are rated for 
sub-zero temperatures.  Rations are well-balanced good food that cooks up in minutes and water is good as long as it 
is carried or distilled.  All this equipment fits into or attached to a comfortable backpack.  Camping from a vehicle is 
even easier and camping inside a vehicle is easiest of all.  Weapons protect the campers from most animals (and 
other humans).  Barring unusual weather, there is not much chance of danger or suffering for the modern camper.  
All maneuvers are successful on a 5+ on 2D6; failures cause 1D6 minutes lost and SE results indicate that the piece 
of equipment in question has broken and needs repair.   

Modern Equipment – Since this is a science fiction game, players will naturally want to make use of all 
the high-tech stuff they can lay their hands on.  This makes the game very difficult for a Referee, since player 
interest is created through the build-up of tension.  The Referee needs to remind players that electronic devices such 
as GPS or cell phones need a satellite in orbit, a planetary tech level of 7+ in order to work, or a friendly ship in 
orbit, which requires constant maneuvering to stay overhead, or it only shows up every few hours.  Other devices, 
such as hand held scanners need to be recharged to continue working.  They have a limited range depending on their 
size.  There are also some creatures that may come in under the ‘radar’ for various reasons: burrowing underground, 
moving too fast to register (especially flyers) on motion detectors, cold-blooded animals that are not detectable by 
infrared vision, too silent or invisible (requiring special scanning ranges to detect).  All gadgets may break down 
from time to time (snake-eyes).  Some suggestions for overcoming a lack of plot interest due to modern equipment: 
too many animals to make scanners useful, or have the players wake up every ten minutes because some harmless 
animal keeps tripping the sensors – then penalize them for lack of sleep (-2 on all die rolls), have scavenger animals 
run off with as much stuff as possible; or have a large animal eat something or step on it.  If players are overly 
armored have some kind of bug get into their suits and give them 1 point of damage every round until they take the 
armor off – and don’t forget to penalize them for sleeping in armor (-2 on all die rolls).  Flex armor has no value 
against crushing attacks and rigid armor causes extra damage when it finally gives way (add 1 or two dice). 
 Primitive Camping – But what if modern conveniences are not available?  And what if available 
equipment is tech level 3?  In that case, setting up camp takes about a half-hour in the evening of each day of travel.  
Have one or two players collect firewood and water (Firemaking and Waterfinding skills), determine how long it 
takes and the quality of the fire wood or water.  Then have a character get a fire going, while another starts 
preparing/cooking the meal (Primitive Cooking skill).  Others will have to unpack the tents and set them up 
(sheltering skill), while other brush and feed the animals (Animal Care skill).  The players will provide their own 
amusements by either making grand or miserable die rolls.  Then the characters will go to sleep leaving at least one 
character on guard.  Guards can stand three or four hour shifts until dawn.  Remember that characters cannot sleep in 
their armor, or if they do, penalize them with a -2 DM all the next day. 

Standing Watch – During the night have players take turns on watch.  To pass the time, the Referee will 
roll 1D6 x .5 to determine how much time passes before rolling another encounter.  Each die pip equals one half-
hour, so if the went to bed at 9:00pm and a ‘3’ is rolled, tell the player that it is now 10:30, roll one die.”  The player 
rolls 1D6 and the Referee checks the Encounter Charts for “Camp” to see what has happened, if anything.  Say, for 
example, the player rolls a ‘2.’  This indicates an animal encounter.  Have the player roll Perception skill to 
determine if he sees the animal or not.  Check the appropriate Animal Chart for this planet to find out what kind of 
animal it is.  Then determine if the animal flees or attacks.  Keep this up until morning comes. 

Sentient Encounters – Sentient encounters may occur also.  For example, a group of hostile natives may 
be encountered.  The Referee must have a feel for how the players are feeling.  If they’ve just had a fight or you 
know they will have one soon, you may want to have the enemy pass by.  At any rate, have the guard make a 
Perception skill roll to determine if he is even aware of them.  Scare the guard by having him make a hasty move to 
put the fire out or hide himself from detection.  Have one the hostiles come over to investigate - enough to be a 
nuisance to the guard.  Perhaps the camp is found, perhaps not.  Or, if the players haven’t had a fight in a while, the 
Referee may steer the opposing group into attacking the camp.  When that happens, sleeping characters will attempt 
to wake up and grab their weapons, but they will not have time to put on armor.  Have each sleeping character make 
a “Night Attack Response” maneuver die roll using their Constitution skill. 

 
Night Attack Response (Constitution skill) 
Snake-eyes = the character remains asleep and dreams of a battle. 
3 = still asleep, try again next round. 
4-5-6 awake and trying to figure out what’s going on (defense only this round, ok the next). 
7 = awake but not armed, pick up weapon next round (defense only this round). 



8-9-10 = standing up and may pick up weapon this round. 
11 = standing up, armed and ready, may take actions this round. 
Boxcars = take an extra turn and a possible skill bonus. 
 
Armor Time Requirements 
Helmet 2 actions 
Vest 4 actions 
Leggings or arm protectors 2 actions per each 
Entire suits 8 actions 
 

 Minor Disorders – Every morning have each character make a routine wellness roll (only snake-eyes will 
fail).  On a die roll of snake-eyes they may become sick.  Roll on the chart below to see what the potential problem 
is.  Then roll on the sickness chart to see how bad it is. 
 
 Minor Disorders (1D12)       

1 = Headache    7 = Poison ivy 
2 = Stomach ache    8 = Muscle cramps 
3 = Tooth ache    9 = Fever 
4 = Infection (poison, wound, or bug-bite) 10 = Fatigue (didn’t sleep well) 
5 = Blisters (hands, feet, or saddle)  11 = Nerves (didn’t sleep well) 
6 = Fleas/ticks    12 = Rheumatism (bone, joints ache) 
 
Breaking Camp – Breaking camp takes up about a half-hour in the morning.  After checking each player 

character for minor illnesses, have one or two players collect more firewood or water, if needed, determine who long 
it takes and quality of the wood/water.  Then have a character get the fire going if necessary, while another starts 
preparing the meal.  Others will have to take down the tents and pack them for travel, while others feed and saddle 
the animals or ready the vehicles if applicable.  Then the character can hit the road. 
 
Animal Care 

Pack and riding animals must be fed and packed, and saddled, or harnessed in the mornings, and unpacked, 
unharnessed, fed and groomed every night.  For packing and unpacking use Steward skill, feeding and grooming use 
Animal Care skill, saddling and harnessing use Animal Riding skill..  Each animals carried 1 weeks food plus one 
tent for six people.  Roll 2D6 Animal Care skill every morning and night.  For the best effect, don’t tell the players 
what the result are except for snake-eyes and boxcars.   

Packing and Unpacking Gear – Gear must be packed and unpacked every morning and evening of travel. 
Packing Maneuvers (Pack Animal skill) 
SE = the animal rears up and takes off down the road.  Good luck catching it. 
7- = the load will fall off in 1D6 hours.  There is nothing the players can do about this. 
8+ = the load is fine. 
BC = potential skill increase. 
Unpacking Maneuvers (Pack Animal skill) 
SE = untie one string and the entire pack falls off; one item is broken. 
7- = the straps get tangled and take 20 minutes to unravel. 
8+ = unpacking is fine. 
BC = potential skill increase. 

 
Primitive Firemaking 
 Characters must collect firewood and make a fire for cooking or warmth. 

Woodgathering Manuevers (Firemaking skill) 
Se = there is no good firewood in this direction; when you look up you’re lost. 
3-4 = wet/very green branches (-2 to light; 1/4hr duration). 
5-6 = wet/green soft wood (-1 to light; 1/2hr duration). 
7 = damp/green average wood (+-0 to light; 1hr duration). 
8-9 = average semi-dry wood and kindling (+1 to light; 2hr duration). 
10-11 = good dry hardwood and kindling (+2 to light; 4hr duration). 
BC = same as above plus possible skill increase. 
Firelighting Maneuvers (Firemaking skill) 



SE = firelighting kit breaks (flint, tinderbox, firelighting bow, matches run out, etc.). 
7- = failure, try again; 1D6 minutes duration. 
8+ = success; 1D6 minutes duration 
BC = same as above plus possible skill increase. 

 
Primitive Waterfinding 
 Characters must find good potable water in the wild (Waterfinding skill).  Roll 2D6 + waterfinding skill.  
Each character requires at least one quart of water per day in winter, spring, or fall, and one gallon in summer.  
Characters receive a -1 endurance each day without water.   

 
Waterfinding Maneuvers (2D6+waterfinding skill) 
SE = poison water; if untreated make a poison roll on the Disease Table. 
7- = failure, try again, 1D6x10 minutes duration. 
8+ = success; 1D6x5 minutes duration. 
BC = same as above plus possible skill increase. 
 
Water Source (1D6): 
1 = Dried up 
2 = Swamp – normally very poor quality 
3 = Pond – normally poor quality 
4 = Stream – normally average quality 
5 = Brook – normally good quality 
6 = Spring – normally excellent quality 

 
Primitive Sheltering 
 Characters must set up tents or makeshift shelters, etc.  Shelters negate the effects of rain and cold.  To set 
up a tent roll 1D6+Sheltering skill.  Setting up a tent takes minutes and making a shelter takes hours. 
 
 Sheltering Maneuvers (Sheltering skill) 

SE = there’s something wrong.  (Ya you broke it). 
3-4 = you get the job done in twenty minutes/4 hours. 
5-6 = you get the job done in fifteen minutes/3 hours. 
7 = you get the job done in twelve minutes/2hours. 
8-9 = you do it in ten minutes/1 hour. 
10-11 = excellent set-up; 5 minutes/one half hour. 

 
Primitive Cooking 
 Cooking on an open fire is a skill in itself.  The character must judge the heat of the fire and the duration of 
the firewood.  Characters that do not eat a hot meal once a day receive a -1 morale.  One pound of meat provides one 
days rations for one person; two pounds of forage provides on days rations for one person.  Characters without the 
minimum rations receive a -1 per day without proper food. 
 
 Cooking Maneuvers (Primitive Cooking skill) 

SE = Roll 1D6: 
  1-2 = tastes OK but everyone must make a poison roll on the Disease table. 

3-4 = burnt to a crisp; make a poison roll (+2 on the Disease Table). 
5-6 = didn’t cook properly; treat as a cold meal for morale purposes (no sickness). 

3-4 = the group votes that this is the worst meal; make nausea rolls. 
5-6 = terrible but edible   7 = It’s a good thing everyone is hungry. 
8-9 = the food is fine.   10-11 = excellent meal; everyone is in great spirits. 
BC = you really outdid yourself this time; possible skill increase. 
 
Nausea Rolls (good for all sorts of encounters) 
SE = character is incapacitated with wrenching his guts out. 
3-4 = character incapacitated for 1D6 actions. 
5-6 = character incapacitated for one round. 
7 = character loses one action. 



8+ = character ignores the taste, sight, or stench. 
BC = possible skill increase. 

 
Hunting 
 The hunting sequence consists of eight steps required for a successful event.  IF not hunting for food or 
hides Steps 8 and 9 are not required.  Track the passage of time as when traveling; in increments of 1D6 x 10 
minutes.  Spoor is any sign of an animal in the area. 
 Step 1. Direction – first roll Hunting skill to determine best direction to seach; roll 1D8 for th edirectiono f 
the compass. 
 Step 2. Find Spoor – After each time sequence make a Hunting skill roll ot find tracks; modifiers: +1 if 
recent rain, +2 if snow, -2 in rocks or swamp.  IF spoor is found, tracks can be found on another successful die roll 
(8+.) 
 Tracking Maneuver (Hunting skill) 
 SE = you get lost and find no game; start over. 

7- = failure try again next time period. 
8+ = spoor/tracks found; roll below for type; scent is detected if a hunting animal is employed. Roll 1D6: 
 1 = trail, 2 = tracks, 3 = next, 4 = fur/feathers, 5 = droppings, 6 = scent. 
BC = as above, plus possible skill increase. 
Step 3. Quality of Tracks – if desirable tracks are found roll to determine the quality. 
Track Quality (1D6) 
1-2 = very old; 1D6 days old. 
3-4 = old; 2D6x2 hours old. 
5 = fresh; 1D6 hours old. 
6 = very fresh; 1D6 x10 minutes old. 
Step 4. Follow Tracks – roll Hunting skill each ½ hour of tracking to continue following tracks. 
Tracking Maneuvers (hunting skill) 
SE = lose tracks and lose yourself. 
3-4 = lose tracks; backtrack 1D6minutes to find trail again. 
5-6 = losing ground; -1 on next try. 
7 = no loss or gain. 
8-9 = catching up, tracks are fresher; +1 next try. up, tracks are fresher; +1 next try. 
10-11 = see animal in distance.  Identify the animal using the animal charts. 
BC = possible skill increase. 

 Step 5. See Animal – roll for animal status.  Animals that run off the board must be tracked again. 
 Animal Status (1D6) 
 1 = Sleeping – subterfuge skill rolls to avoid waking up. 
 2 = Watching – roll attack or flee; one shot; add speed to defense. 
 3 = Watching – roll attack or flee; one shot. 
 4 = Surprised – will flee; time for one shot (fleeing defense). 
 5 = Eating – doesn’t see you. 
 6 = Ambush – Animal attacks from close range (gets first strike); next round roll for ‘attack’ or ‘flee’. 
 Step 5. Encounter Distance – roll for encounter range. 
 Encounter Distance (1D6) Terrain DMs 
 1 = Close  Open terrain +2  Water surface +2 
 2 = Short  Hills +1   City -2 
 3 = Short  Mountains 0  Village -1 
 4 = Medium  Heavy Forest -3  Building/Cave -3 
 5 = Long  Medium Forest -2  
 6 = Very Long  Light forest -1   
 Step 5. Animal Combat – roll for initiative if animal attacks (except ambushes - Dexterity skill).  Animal 
Statistics are used as per Book 3 but some of them are modified as described here.  Animal damage points inflicted 
are converted to damage dice in the Animal Damage Chart.  Animal armor is converted to the armor system used in 
this book in the Animal Armor Chart. 
 

Animal Damage Points  Animal Armor 
Points  Dice  Type  Factor Special 
1-2  1D2  Jack  1F Reflec 3R versus lasers 



3-4  1D6  Mesh  1R Ablat 3R versus lasers (1 hit only) 
5-8  2D6  Mesh +1  2F 
9-12  3D6  Cloth  2R 
13-16  4D6  Cloth +1  3F 
17-20  5D6  Battle  3R 
21-24  6D6  Battle +4 4R 
Strength - Animal strength equals damage dice as a positive DM (i.e., 4D damage = Strength +4). 
Dexterity and Attack skill – equals speed x 2 as a DM (i.e., S3 = Dexterity +6). 

 Endurance = Hits (first number) 
 Intelligence = 1D6 as a DM (roll once per animal type) 
 Step 6. Return to Camp – track time to return to camp.  If animal is too large to carry it must be butchered 
onsite. 
 Step 7. Butcher Meat – (Butchering skill) calculate how many pounds of edible meat is provided by the 
kill (roll 1D6 on the chart below).  Butchering takes about five minutes per pound.  This meat will last about one 
week, two in a cool climate and about four in a frozen climate.  One pound provides one day’s rations for one 
person.  The group’s morale is affected by the taste of the food.  This moral DM can be used in a number of 
encounters. 
 
 Edible Forage Taste/Morale 

1 = 0%  1=terrible -2 
2 = 10%  2=bad -1 
3 = 20%  3=so-so  0 
4 = 30%  4=medium 0 
5 = 40%  5=good +1 
6 = 50%  6=great +2 
 

 Step 8. Skinning/Tanning – characters can use this skill before the butchering process to carefully remove 
animals skins so they can be dried or cured (oiled or brain tanned) for use as clothing and other leather implements.  
Subtract skill from the Fabrication Time roll with a one unit minimum.  Tanning takes one week. 
 
 Small item fabrications – (pouches, bags, etc) 1D6 hours 
 Medium item fabrications – (shirts, boots, pants, etc.) 1D6x10 hours 
 Large item fabrication – (tents, overcoats, cloaks, etc.) 1D6x20 hours 
 
Fishing 
 Making Fishing Gear – (Toolmaking skill) 
 Pole – to make a fishing pole characters must have a hook, stick, and line; 1D6+1 minutes to construct. 
 Net – to make a fishing net characters must have line or small diameter rope; 1D6x10 minutes to construct. 
 Spear – to make a fishing spear character must have a stick and means to sharpen it; 1D6x5 minutes to 
construct.  Add two hours if attaching a flint, rock, or metal head. 
 Trap – to make a fishing trap character must have sticks and rope; 1D6+1 hours to construct.  
 Arrow - to make a bow and arrow characters must have sticks and string; 1D6+1 hours to construct.  Add 
two hours if attaching a flint, rock, or metal head. 
1. Pole Fishing: (Fishing Skill) 1D6 x10 minutes per try. 
 Snake-eyes = hook gets snagged on something on the bottom; have to cut the line. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
2. Net Fishing: (Fishing skill) 1D6 x .5 hrs per try. 
 Snake-eyes = net tears and needs mending; 1D6 x 20 minutes to fix. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
3. Spear Fishing: (Spear skill) 1D6 minutes per try. 
 Snake-eyes = broke your spear point on a rock. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
4. Trap Fishing: (toolmaking skill) 1D6 minutes per try. 
 Snake-eyes = trap breaks and needs repair; 1D6 x 10 minutes to fix. 



 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
5. Arrow Fishing: (Archery skill) 1D6 minutes per try. 
 Snake-eyes = bow needs restringing; 1D6 minutes to fix. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
6. Splash Fishing: (Dexterity skill) 1D6 minutes per try. 
 Snake-eyes = slip on a rock and fall; 1 point damage. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll for type. 
7. Gut the Catch: (Butchering skill) 1 minute per fish. 
 
Type of Fish Caught (1D6): 
 Freshwater (D10lbs): 1=trout, 2=bass, 3=sunfish, 4=pickerel, 5=catfish,  
 Ocean Pole/net (D30x10lbs): 1=tuna, 2=marlin, 3=cod, 4=haddock, 
 Ocean trap (D10lbs): 1=lobster, 2=eel, 3=crab, 4=manta, 5=starfish, 6=any fish from aove. 
 Ocean Mammals (1D6x 50lbs): 1=walrus, 2=seal, 3=porpoise, 4=tortoise, 5=otter, 6= 
 
Trapping: (Trapping Skill) PCs may attempt to catch prey using bear style traps. 
 Snake-eyes = catch own armor or leg in the trap; 1-3 points damage. 
 3-7 – failure; try again next time period. 
 8+ = caught one; roll 1D6 for type. 
 Animals Type (1Dx10lbs): 1=rabbit, 2=gopher, 3=raccoon, 4=skunk, 5=badger, 6=porcupine.  
 
Drying/Smoking Meats and Fish: (Survival Skill) Preparing meat/fish for travel and storage.  Roll 2D6 5+ for 
success; failure spoils the batch.  Fish: 1D6 days.  Meat: 2D6 days.  Skins (for clothing): 3D6 days. 
Foraging : for fruits, berries, nuts, greens, roots, and wild vegetables. 

Step 1 Search Direction: roll Survival skill to find a good location to search, roll direction of travel (1D8,  
1=N). 
Step 2 Good Location: roll 2D6 + Survival skill to find plants (1D6 hours).  2-4=0DM; 5-6=+1DM; 7- 
9=+2DM10+=+3DM. 
Step 3 Find Forage: roll 2D6+ previous DM to see if plant is found; roll 1D6 for type: 1=nuts, 2=fruit,  
3=berries, 4=vegetables, 5=greens, 6=roots. 
Step 4 Harvest Plants: yield: 1D6x1D6lbs; time; time: 1D6 hours. 
Step 5: Prepare Harvest: 1D6 hours. 

 
 Edible Forage Taste/Morale 

1 = 10%  1=terrible -2 
2 = 20%  2=bad -1 
3 = 30%  3=so-so  0 
4 = 50%  4=medium 0 
5 = 60%  5=good +1 
6 = 75%  6=great +2 



Travel and Encounter Tables 
Land Travel Time (MPH): for trips on foot or riding animals, roll 1D6x .5 hours = time passed between events; but 
if traveling in a vehicle roll once per day. 
Sequence of Play  Travel Times: Foot Mounted Cart Wagon G. Car ATV Hover A. Raft 
Check temperature Roads  2 3 2 1 60 60 36 60 
Check weather  Trails/dirt roads 1.5 2 1.5 .75 -- 24 24 60 
Break camp  Wood paths 1 .5 -- -- -- -- -- 60 
Travel (check terrain) Fields  1 1.5 1 .5 6 -- 24 60 
Check encounters  Woods  .5 -- -- -- -- 12 -- 60 
Resolve encounters Rocks (rough) .5 -- -- -- -- 12 12 48 
Make camp  Mountain road .75 1 .5 .25 30 36 12 36 
Post guards  Mountain path .5 .5 -- -- -- -- -- 24 
Resolve night encounters Mountain .25 -- -- -- -- -- -- 12 
 
Weather – roll twice per day and twice per night; start with the average temp for the season and location. 
Temperature Weather        Weather DMs: 
2 = -1D  2 = Severe storm, strong winds and constant precipitation.  +2 if previously overcast 
3 = -4  3 = Mild storm, light winds and constant precipitation.  +3 if 5 degree change 
4 = -3  4 = Mild storm, light winds and intermittent precipitation.  Roll temp and weather 
5 = -2  5 = Partly cloudy, light wind, a sprinkle of precipitation.  again if encountered on 
6 = -1  6 = Partly cloudy, light wind, no precipitation.   the charts below 
7 = 0  7 = Clear, negligible wind, bright sun, no precipitation. 
8 = +1  8 = Overcast, cloudy, moderate winds, no precipitation. Random Wind Direction (1D8) 
9 = +2  9 = Dark clouds, moderate winds, intermittent precipitation. 1 = North 5 = South 
10 = +3  10 = Mild storm, moderate winds and constant precipitation. 2 = Northeast 6 = Southwest 
11 = +4  11 = Mild storm, moderate winds and constant precipitation. 3 = East  7 = West 
12 = +1D 12 = Hurricane, severe winds and constant precipitation. 4 = Southeast 8 = Northwest 
 
Terrain (1D4) 
Savannah Foothills Wetlands Desert  Mountain Sub-artic Polar 
1= Open  Rough  Swamp  Desert  Mountain Broken  Polar 
2= Prairie Broken  Marsh  Jagged  Jagged  Tundra  Ice plain 
3= Forest Jagged  Jungle  Broken  Broken  Steppes             Rough ice 
4= River  Forest  River  Mountain -------  Jagged  ------- 
 
Encounters (1D6) 
Savannah Foothills Wetlands Desert  Mountain Sub-artic Marsh 
1= Animal Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal 
2= Native Native  Animal  Animal  None  Plant  Animal 
3= Man  Event  Native  Man  None  None  Event 
4= Event Plant  Event  Event  Event  Event  Plant 
5= Water Water  Plant  Plant  Weather  Weather  Plant 
6= Plant  Spoor  Plant  Spoor  Cave  Spoor  Spoor 
 
Man (2D6) for random number of a group: roll 1D6x1D6  Homestead  Travellers (1D6) 
Day-road/fields Woods  Night/Cave Town  Camp/Homestead  1= Trav. opp. dir 
2= Bandits Hostile natives Hostile natives Hostile natives Burned-out home  2= Trav. same dir 
3= Natives Natives  Natives  Natives  Ruins   3= Resting 
4= Woodsmen Natives  Man  Soldiers  Small farm (low tech) 4= Camped 
5= Ranchers Ranchers None  Tradesmen Small farm (well kept) 5= Trav. laterally 
6= Merchants Hunters  None  Merchants Camptsite (occupied) 6= Encounter 
7= Farmers Trappers  None  Travelers Smoke in distance      1= Dead 
8= native farm Natives  None  Farmers  Campsite (empty)       2=Ambush 
9= Shepherds Military  Natives  Woodsmen Plantation (local Baron)      3= Watchful 
10= Military Adventurers Man camp Clerics  Village (low tech)      4= Surprised 
11= Adventurers Native house Native camp Sheriff  Graveyard       5= Run away 
12= Other Other  Other  natives  Fresh grave       6= Unaware 



OPEN TERRAIN 
Open Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 intimidators 200 17/7 0 1D A8 F6 2 10% food 
3 1D intermittents 400 2/4 2F 2 A5 F7 1 0% ---- 
4 1 intimidators 50 9/8 0 2D A6 F5 2 40% bad 
5 1 intermittent 25 16/12 1F 1D A9 F7 2 50% bad 
6 1D grazers  180 21/8 0 3D F8 A9 2 40% terrible 
7 2D flying grazers 6 6/0 0 2D F7 A9 2 50% terrible 
8 1D grazers  90 20/14 1F 1D F5 A8 2 40% so-so 
9 3D chasers  150 24/17 0 7D A10 F8 2 40% good 
10 1D chasers  100 13/10 1R 1D A0 F8 3 30% medium 
11 2D pouncer  25 10/10 0 1D A10 F10 3 30% medium 
12 1 pouncer  360 15/11 0 3D A6 F9 3 50% bad 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first 
attack/flee# 
 
Open Events (1D10) 
1. Howling Carnivores – out of sight, animals (#9 from above) are heard howling continuously.  They may be 
silenced by shooting in their direction but they will then attack at nightfall.  They are otherwise harmless. 
2. Boulder Plain – this terrain is flat, but studded by large rocks left by glacial action.  Straight line travel becomes 
impossible, increasing travel time by about 20%. 
3. Monsoon – severe winds precede violent rain, which continues for 1D days.  Forward progress is impossible. 
4. Camouflaged Predators – a pack of pouncers (#11 from above) are camouflaged and achieve surprise at close 
range, by jumping from trees. 
5. Creek Bed – a minor dip reveals a dry creek bed.  Throw 9+ (Dexterity) to avoid steeping into quicksand.  Throw 
9+ (Driving) to avoid getting a vehicle stuck in a concealed mud hole.  Throw same to get out again. 
6. Chameleon Filter – the lead character in the party is surprised at close range by a well-concealed filter.  It has 
surprise and attacks.  Those in enclosed vehicles are unaffected. 

1 filter  100 22/2 2F 2D A1 -- 1 0% ----- 
7. Predator Pack – a pack of wild animals attack the party without warning from short range.  They have surprise. 

4D predators 50 8/2 2F 1D A1 F9 2 50% good 
8. Tornado – a tornado occurs, and if it achieves surprise or the party does not react quickly (driver 8+, Vehicle 
skill), it will destroy the vehicle (locomotion is destroyed).  Each character inside must make a saving throw of 8+ 
(Strength) to avoid 3D injury (ignore armor).  Characters on foot must roll 8+ (Endurance) to avoid being caught in 
the tornado, otherwise they take 4D damage. 
9. Lengthy Storm – a rainstorm wit almost zero visibility and winds to 100mph begins, and lasts 1D days.  Travel is 
impossible, either aloft in air rafts, in ground vehicles, or on foot.  The storm is too violent to allow the erection of 
shelters. 
10. Stampede – a herd of grazers (#6 above) become spooked, and stampede towards the adventurers.  Each 
character must throw 8+ (Dodge or Evade) to escape 2D injury. 
 
Open Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* 2D  1=drop fruit 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=acid bark 2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=acid sap 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=grapply roots 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=venus trap 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=venus trap 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Drop Fruit, Acid Sap and Bark: hits on 6+ (no DMs); causes 1 point damage.  Venus Trap: will catch prey up to 
the specified weight (roll 1D6: 1=25lb, 2=50lb, 3=100lb, 4=200lb, 5=300lb, 6=400lb.  Prey is caught on a 2D6 
throw of 6+ (no DMs) and must roll 9+ (Strength skill) to escape.  Damage is 1D6 per round.  Grapply Roots: catch 
people and animals on a die roll of 6+ (no DMs) and can be escaped by an 8+ Strength roll.  They cause 1 point per 
hour damage.  Poison Plants: (topical and ingested) use the disease tables to determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts on 
day and has no effect except discomfort. 



PRAIRIE TERRAIN 
Prairie Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 reducers  1600 22/7 2R 2 A8 F4 2 0% --- 
3 1D eaters  100 9/8 2F 2 A5 F8 2 30% good 
4 1 reducers  100 19/5 2F 1 A9 F4 2 0% --- 
5 2 hunters  100 11/9 1R 1D A6 F7 2 30% medium 
6 2D grazers  800 21/13 -- 3D F2 A8 1 10% bad 
7 2D flying grazers 25 8/4 -- 1D F7 A8 1 0% --- 
8 1D grazers  100 18/4 1F 1D F3 A8 3 20% great 
9 1D chasers  100 8/9 -- 2 A0 F8 3 20% good 
10 8D grazers  1600 23/14 1F 2D F6 A5 3 40% bad 
11 2 chasers  800 28/8 reflec 3D A0 F8 2 10% bad 
12 1D chasers  800 18/8 -- 3D A6 F8 2 0% --- 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Prairie Events (1D10) 
1. Prairie Fire – a grass fire may be seen on the horizon.  It must be avoided at a cost in travel time of one day for 
those on foot, and half a day for those in vehicles.  The smoke is too thick for open-topped air rafts to fly through. 
2. Magnetic Fluctuation – the planetary magnetic field undergoes a slight fluctuation. Which alters magnetic 
compass readings by approximately 10 degrees.  This fact is unknown to the party.  If the group is using GPS type 
devices, electrical storms in the sky affect their instruments the same way. 
3. Animal Burrows – the terrain is covered for several miles with small animal burrows (each is .5lbs, similar to 
prairie dogs).  Vehicles proceed at half speed; pedestrians have a chance of 1D injury (8+ Dexterity to avoid). 
4. Hallucinogenic Spores – floral pollen breathed with filters creates hallucinations of animal attacks or other 
unreal situations (duration 20 less Endurance minutes). 
5. High Grass – vegetation here is over 2 meters high, making it difficult to see further than short range.  Re-roll for 
animal encounters.   
6. Sink Hole – a large vertical shaft is encountered, with sheer sides and filed with water at the bottom.  If 
encountered by surprise, throw 8+ (Dexterity or Driving) to avoid. 
7. Stampede – the adventurers are caught in a stampede of a large herd of grazers.  Roll 8+ (Dodge or Evade) for 
each traveler to avoid 1D4x1D6 injury (#10 from above).  A chaser is right behind them and it will attack one 
character (#11 from above).  Make random Dexterity rolls; the lowest is attacked. 
8. Soft Ground – the terrain becomes very soft.  Vehicle speed is reduced to one quarter and foot traffic to one half.  
This lasts for 1D3 days. 
9. Light Seekers – (use this after dark) large poisonous slugs are attracted to the band’s lights and crawl towards 
them.  Their skin is toxic and they cause damage by touch. 
 40 slugs  50 10/2 --- 2D A1 F10 1 0% --- 
10. Monsoon – a storm begins with steady rain and gentle winds, increasing to violent winds and heavy rain on the 
second day.  It reduces visibility completely and forces a halt.  It ends after three days. 
 
Prairie Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=tendrils 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=shrinking flowers 2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=shrinking flowers 3= so-so 3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=stink plants 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=stink plants 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= None  -----  6=stink plants 6= great  6=good  6=nerves 
Tendrils: each traveler is automatically caught and must break away with an 8+ Strength roll (no damage).  
Shrinking Flowers: these plants shrink in to the ground when approached; they pose no danger.  Stink Plants: 
travelers must make an 8+ nausea roll (Constitution skill) or lose their lunch and receive 1 point of damage.  Poison 
Plants: use the Disease Tables to determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts one day and has no effect except annoyance 
and discomfort. 



FOREST TERRAIN 
Forest Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 intimidator 800 17/11 2F 3D A8 F7 1 0% --- 
3 2D grazers  100 9/8 1R 1D F5 A9 2 20% bad 
4 1 grazer  25 6/5 -- 1D F5 A9 2 40% so-so 
5 6D grazers  200 12/10 2R 1D F5 A8 1 0% --- 
6 1D intermittents 2 4/3 1F 1D F9 A10 3 50% great 
7 1 stinkscrabbler 6 2/2 1R 1D A10 F0 2 0% --- 
8 1 grazer  200 20/7 -- 2D F9 A10 2 30% great 
9 1 pouncer  100 9/4 -- 1D A10 F0 1 40% medium 
10 2D flying grazers 2 6/0 -- 2 A7 F5 2 40% bad 
11 1 flying grazers 2 2/0 -- 1 F9 A10 3 0% --- 
12 1 chaser  200 16/4 1F 1D A10 F9 2 0% --- 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Forest Events (1D10) 
1. Swamp – a low-lying wet area of extremely soft (almost liquid) ground blocks the adventurers’ path.  Attempting 
to cross it will take 2D days; attempting to find an alternate route will take one week. 
2. Gossamer Nets – the trees release a poison net of adhesive strands, which float down o the travelers below.  Nets 
which contact someone (2D6 7+, no DM) do 2D damage; roll 8+ (Dodge or Evade) to avoid. 
3. Large Trappers – if this event achieves surprise, the lead character or vehicle is trapped in a large web strung 
between two trees.  In any case, several trappers will attack; their venom paralyzes. 
 1D trappers  200 20/10 2R 2D A3 F9 1 30% great 
4. Venomous Arthropods – while stopped or on foot, 1D6 poisonous creatures insert themselves on each person in 
likely places (boots, pack, etc.), and attack.  Each does 3D poison damage; roll 8+ (Dexterity) to get them off. 
5. Forest Fire – the forest is burning rapidly toward the adventurers.  1D6 animals run blindly toward each traveler.  
Roll randomly above for the type of each one.  Roll 8+ (Dodge or Evade skill) to avoid or take stated damage. 
6. Dense Underbrush – continued passage through this portion of the forest is obstructed by very thick under 
growth.  It can be cut through with machetes at about 1/4 walking speed.  Vehicles cannot force their way through 
and lose 1D6 hours going around.  Walking around would take 1D6x10 hours. 
7. Tanglewood – the entire floor of the forest is covered with a low network of sticky flexible roots.  Running 
impossible, walking is difficult.  Reduce speed to 1/4 for 1D6 hours. 
8. Monsoon – a storm begins with steady rain and gentle winds, increasing to violent winds and heavy rain on the 
second day.  It reduces visibility completely, and forces a halt.  It ends after three days. 
9. Natural Snare – the lead individual or vehicle is surprised by a natural trap formed by a large tree and its 
branches.  The snapping effect will incapacitate a vehicle causing 1D damage to the locomotion (wheel, tracks…), 
or  inflict 2D hits on an individual. 
10. Eaters – a mass of thousands of tiny eaters is crossing the adventurer’s path at short range. Only a totally sealed 
vehicle will be impervious.  1D6 attacks occur on each individual, roll 8+ (Dodge or Evade) to avoid. 

1000 eaters  -- 1/0 -- 1 A0 F0 1 0% --- 
 

Forest Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* 2D  1=drop fruit 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=acid bark 2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=acid sap 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=grapply roots 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=venus trap 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=venus trap 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Drop Fruit, Acid Sap and Bark: hits on 6+ (no DMs); causes 1 point damage.  Venus Trap: will catch prey up to 
the specified weight (roll 1D6: 1=25lb, 2=50lb, 3=100lb, 4=200lb, 5=300lb, 6=400lb.  Prey is caught on a 2D6 
throw of 6+ (no DMs) and must roll 9+ (Strength skill) to escape.  Damage is 1D6 per round.  Grapply Roots: catch 
people and animals on a die roll of 6+ (no DMs) and can be escaped by an 8+ Strength roll.  They cause 1 point per 
hour damage.  Poison Plants: (topical and ingested) use the disease tables to determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts on 
day and has no effect except discomfort. 



RIVER TERRAIN 
River Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 intimidator 800 22/15 -- 4D A5 F7 2 50% good 
3 1D hunters  800 19/5 1R 2D A6 F8 1 40% good 
4 1D carrion-eaters 6400 29/11 -- 7D A5 F6 1 0% --- 
5 1 swim gatherer 3200 13/7 1F 4D A9 F8 1 30% good 
6 1 intermittent 12 5/12 2F 1D F9 A9 2 40% great 
7 1 intermittent 100 12/3 2F 1D F8 A8 2 10% terrible 
8 5D flying grazers 6 6/0 -- 2 F8 A9 2 40% bad 
9 1 amphib hunter 800 26/13 -- 7D A5 F9 1 10% bad 
10 3D carrion-eaters 25 8/9 2F 1D A4 F7 1 0% --- 
11 1 intermittent 50 14/8 -- 2D A6 F9 1 10% great 
12 3D chasers  100 13/9 1R 1D A0 F8 3 40% bad 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first 
attack/flee# 
 
River Events (1D10) 
1. Bad Water – local water is contaminated with heavy metal concentrations.  Bathing in, or drinking the water will 
cause illness for 1D6 days.  Throw 8+ (Constitution) to resist, or take 1D3x1D6 damage. 
2. Poison Pouncer – this animal causes unconsciousness within 30 seconds of the bite, and death within 24 hours 
unless treated.  Treatment requires an antidote, available in medkits bought on this world.  Or, if a doctor or 
biologist is present they may fabricate an antidote in 2D6x2 hours on a die roll of 8+ (Biology or Medical).  A 
biology field kit or doctor’s surgery kit must be available. 
3. Stampede – the adventurers are caught in a stampede of a large herd of grazers.  Roll 8+ (Dodge or Evade) to 
escape injury.  Each traveler will be attacked once.  
 8D grazers  1600 23/14 1F 2D F6 A5 3 20% great 
4. Swimming Eaters – lurking beneath the surface of the river is an unlimited number of eaters who will attack 
anything in the water. 
 1000 eaters  2 2/0 -- 2D A0 F12 1 40% medium 
5. Accidental Bridge – the river is spanned at a narrow spot by a huge fallen tree.  It looks safe, but it is slippery 
and each individual must throw 6+ (Dexterity) to keep from falling.  There are tocks below and injury is 2D. 
6. Rapids – the river narrows to a swift, close whitewater passage.  There is no path along the banks and the 
adventurers must travel the river.  Each character must make an 8+ die roll (Strength) or be swept along by the 
current, taking 2D damage on the rocks.  Other characters may try to catch them as they sweep past on another 
Strength roll of 8+. 
7. River Ends – the river flows into a sheer face of rock, marking the beginning of an underground section. 
8. High Water Level – the river is swollen from recent rains, and has flooded most near-river paths, making travel 
quite treacherous.  Each character must make an 8+ die roll (Strength) or be swept along by the current, taking 2D 
damage on the rocks.  Other characters may try to catch them as they sweep past on another Strength roll of 8+. 
9. Flash Flood – a wall of water rushes along the river bed sweeping all before it.  Vehicle drivers must throw 10+ 
(Vehicle skill) to avoid being overturned.  Individuals must throw 9+ (Strength) to avoid 3D injury. 
10. Monsoon – a storm begins with steady rain and gentle winds, increasing to violent winds and heavy rain on the 
second day.  It reduces visibility completely, and forces a halt.  It ends after three days. 
 
River Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=snake  1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=snake  2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=reed mud 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=reed mud 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=stickers 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=stickers 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Snake: (non-poisonous) hiding in plant; hits on 6+ (no DM); causes 1 point damage.  Reed Mud: reeds are set in 
mud; traveler caught on a die roll of 7+ (no DM) for 1D6 minutes; no damage.  Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point 
damage to skin.  Poison Plants: (topical and ingested) use the disease tables to determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts 
on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



ROUGH TERRAIN 
Rough Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 intimidator 100 18/8 1R 2D A5 F7 2 30% terrible 
3 1 gatherer  50 8/11 -- 1 A9 F8 2 40% good 
4 2D flying hijackers 2 6/0 -- 2 A7 F5 2 40% great 
5 1 flying gatherer 2 6/0 -- 1D A9 F6 1 50% so-so 
6 1 flying intermit. 2 2/0 -- 1 F9 A8 2 40% good 
7 1 intermittent 3 1/2 -- 2D F9 A8 2 30% terrible 
8 1 intermittent 100 17/5 1F 2D F8 A9 2 40% medium 
9 1 flying killer 12 5/3 -- 2D A5 F9 3 0% --- 
10 7D grazers  50 11/6 reflec 2D F2 A8 2 20% terrible 
11 1 pouncer  12 10/9 2F 1D F0 A0 3 50% great 
12 1D flying killers 6 6/9 -- 2 A8 F9 1 0% --- 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Rough Events (1D10) 
1. Hot Springs – a source of steaming hot water is encountered.  At irregular intervals the spring turns into a geyser 
of scalding steam, and then returns to normal.  A person caught in the geyser receives 4D burn wounds.  Roll 8+ 
(Dodge or Evade) to avoid.  Enclosed vehicles will have the paint peeled off.  Riders in open-topped air rafts will 
receive 2D burns. 
2. Magnetic Riders – very small animals (10 grams) living on and riding on lines of magnetic force.  Trevelling at 
1000yds/sec, each hits (purely accidentally) on 9+, doing 1D+2 damage.  Quantity, 1D per person.  Enclosed 
vehicles are dented or at least scratched. 
3. Tarpit – a natural asphalt deposit is encountered.  Roll once on the table above to determine the animals trapped 
within and then twice to determine other animals near the pit. 
4. Heavy Metal Deposits – each character with an intelligence of 9+ and an Education of 9+ may notice heavy 
metal deposits on a throw of 9+; or characters with Prospecting skill on a die roll of 8+.  Such deposits, if exploited, 
have a potential worth of Cr1m annually. 
5. No Roads – no roads or paths are apparent.  Progress will require a detour if vehicles are used.  Individuals on 
foot or riding animals must continue at 1/4 speed. 
6. Violent Rainstorm – a sudden storm reduces visibility to medium range or less.  Driving in the storm calls for a 
saving throw of 8+ (Vehicle skill) to avoid an accident causing 1Dx1D damage.  Passengers must make saving rolls 
of 4+ (1D6) or receive 1D4x1D6 injury. 
7. Giant Chaser – a very large chaser is encountered, which attempts to attack any vehicle or group. 
 1 chaser  16000 87/13 4R 25D A0 F0 3 40% bad 
8. Irate Stingers – a swarm of small (1 gram) stinger-equipped insects attack en masse.  The swarm will inflict 2 
points of damage per round unless the character is protected.  Escape is possible but destroying the swarm without 
special weapons is not. 
9. Flash Flood – a wall of water rushes along the river bed sweeping all before it.  Vehicle drivers must throw 10+ 
(Vehicle skill) to avoid being overturned.  Individuals must throw 9+ (Strength) to avoid 3D injury. 
10. Rocky Ground – the terrain turns extremely rocky, and vehicle traction is considerably reduced.  Throw 9+ 
(Vehicle skill) to avoid becoming hung up on an axle.  Reduce vehicle speed to one half for 1D6 hours.  Stuck 
vehicles require 1D6 hours to free.  Foot travel is reduced to 1/4 for two days. 
 
Rough Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=tendrils 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=snake  2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=poison ivy 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Tendrils: each traveler is automatically caught and must break away with an 8+ strength roll (no damage).  Snake: 
(non-poisonous) hiding in plant; hits on 6+ (no DM); causes 1 point damage.  Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point 
damage to skin.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts on 
day and has no effect except discomfort. 



BROKEN TERRAIN 
Broken Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1 flying hijacker 2 5/0 -- 2 A8 F5 2 20% so-so 
3 1 gatherer  12 5/4 -- 2D A7 F8 1 50% bad 
4 2D carrion eaters 50 7/4 2F 2 A7 F6 1 40% great 
5 2D eaters  200 17/10 -- 2D A4 F9 2 50% bad 
6 7D grazers  50 11/6 reflec 2D F2 A8 2 50% good 
7 1 filter  100 3/4 -- 2 F0 A0 0 40% bad 
8 2D flying grazers 12 1/0 -- 1 F6 A9 1 40% bad 
9 1D flying killers 25 4/0 -- 3D A5 F9 3 30% good 
10 1D flying killers 6 6/0 -- 2 A8 F9 3 10% great 
11 5D chasers  12 5/9 -- 2D A0 F9 2 0% --- 
12 1 trapper  6 1/5 -- 2D A0 F7 1 0% --- 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Broken Events (1D8) 
1. Broken Axle – a vehicle, if used, has suffered a broken axle or similar part (wheels, tracks, hover fans, grave 
drive plates, etc.).  Repairs will take at least one day, provided someone has Mechanical-1 or better.  Otherwise 
outside help will be required.  Use the vehicle repair guidelines.  Roll damage, part availability, and repair time. 
2. Mud Slide – heavy rains for several days previous have started mud slides.  The area is impassable to vehicles for 
two days.  Persons on foot move at half normal speed, with a chance (throw 8+, no DM) of an accident.  Damage 
will be 1D3x1D6 to characters and animals. 
3. Faker – seven eaters (#5 above) are encountered.  Each, however, upon receiving its 6th hit point falls as if 
unconscious or dead.  Its true unconscious level is nonexistent, and the animal attacks again against any individual at 
close range.  The wounded animal is now -1 in all actions. 
4. Swarm – a large cluster (about 10,000) small (10 grams each) poison herbivores attack if disturbed (throw 4+ at 
medium range) inflicting 1 point damage per round until shelter is reached. 
5. Recent Lava Plain – the ground is hot, formed from recently solidified lava from a nearby volcano.  Tires will 
fail after one hour.  Walking is not possible for more than 10 minutes before shoes give out.  Going around it will 
take 1D6 days. 
6. Washed-out Road – the road or path has been destroyed by rain and flooding.  Further progress along this route 
will require at least a 12 hour delay. 
7. Precipice – after going around a corner of a hill an unexpected precipice looms ahead, dropping 100 yards down.  
Lead characters on foot must roll 5+ (Perception) to avoid stepping over the edge and doing 6D damage if they fall.  
The character has one chance to roll 8+ (Dexterity) to grab some rock or vegetation before actually falling.  Do the 
same for vehicles.  A driver has one chance of 5+ (Perception) to see the edge in time and 8+ (Vehicle skill) to turn 
aside before going over the edge.  If the driver fails the vehicle takes 6D damage and characters that are strapped in 
will take 1D6x1D6 damage; all others take 6D damage.  Finding a safe way down will take one hour of extra travel 
time.  Individuals and vehicles must still make the same rolls as above to keep from slipping and falling but damage 
is halved if they do. 
8. Trappers Web – the lead character encounters a large adhesive web without a trapper present.  The giant 
poisonous trapper will return in 4 rounds.  Roll 9+ (Strength) to break free of the web.  The trapper’s poison will 
cause 1D damage per round until successful treatment is received. 
 1 trapper 200 10/5 1R 2D(poison) A3 F9 2 20% terrible 
 
Broken Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=stickers 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= None  -----  2=stickers 2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= None  -----  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= None  -----  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=poison ivy 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point damage to skin.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to 
determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



JAGGED TERRAIN 
Jagged Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 3D reducers  50 12/8 reflec 2 A8 F4 2 10% good 
3 1 flying hunter 6 3/3 reflec 1D A7 F7 1 20% medium 
4 1D hijackers 100 8/10 2F 1D A8 F3 2 20% bad 
5 1 hunter  100 18/10 2F 2 A7 F7 2 0% bad 
6 1 intermittent 6 1/3 2 1D F9 A9 1 50% terrible 
7 2D grazer  1600 26/11 reflec 2D F5 A9 1 30% bad 
8 1 intermittent 12 4/8 2F 2D F8 A5 1 40% bad 
9 1 chaser  400 17/14 reflec 4D A0 F7 3 30% so-so 
10 1D flying killers 6 6/0 -- 2 A5 F7 3 10% medium 
11 1 siren  200 10/9 1F 1D A0 F8 0 0% --- 
12 1 chaser  50 11/7 -- 2 A0 F7 2 10% good 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Jagged Events (1D6) 
1. Broken Axle – a vehicle, if used, has suffered a broken axle or similar part (wheels, tracks, hover fans, grave 
drive plates, etc.).  Repairs will take at least one day, provided someone has Mechanical-1 or better.  Otherwise 
outside help will be required.  Use the vehicle repair guidelines.  Roll damage, part availability, and repair time. 
2. Mud Slide – heavy rains for several days previous have started mud slides.  The area is impassable to vehicles for 
two days.  Persons on foot move at half normal speed, with a chance (throw 8+, no DM) of an accident.  Damage 
will be 1D3x1D6 to characters and animals. 
3. Recent Lava Plain – the ground is hot, formed from recently solidified lava from a nearby volcano.  Tires will 
fail after one hour.  Walking is not possible for more than 10 minutes before shoes give out.  Going around it will 
take 1D6 days. 
4. Washed-out Road – the road or path has been destroyed by rain and flooding.  Further progress along this route 
will require at least a 12 hour delay. 
5. Precipice – after going around a corner of a hill an unexpected precipice looms ahead, dropping 100 yards down.  
Lead characters on foot must roll 5+ (Perception) to avoid stepping over the edge and doing 6D damage if they fall.  
The character has one chance to roll 8+ (Dexterity) to grab some rock or vegetation before actually falling.  Do the 
same for vehicles.  A driver has one chance of 5+ (Perception) to see the edge in time and 8+ (Vehicle skill) to turn 
aside before going over the edge.  If the driver fails the vehicle takes 6D damage and characters that are strapped in 
will take 1D6x1D6 damage; all others take 6D damage.  Finding a safe way down will take one hour of extra travel 
time.  Individuals and vehicles must still make the same rolls as above to keep from slipping and falling but damage 
is halved if they do. 
6. Boxed Canyon – gradually, players notice that high tock walls are sited to their flanks, and now up ahead also.  
Progress on the ground is blocked, and the path must be retraced, losing 1D3 hours.  Air raft drivers must make an 
8+ (Vehicle skill) die roll in order to avoid the sudden appearance of a wall of rock straight ahead.  Failure means 
the air raft will hit the rock doing 3D damage to the vehicle and 1D to the occupants. 
 
Broken Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=stickers 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= None  -----  2=stickers 2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= None  -----  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= None  -----  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Fruit  2D  6=poison ivy 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point damage to skin.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to 
determine damage.  Diarrhea: lasts on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



SWAMP TERRAIN 
Swamp Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 2D amphib carrion 800 12/14 2R 4D A4 F7 1 20% so-so 
3 1 flying hunter 200 16/8 -- 3D A7 F8 1 40% medium 
4 2D carrion eaters 100 8/7 2F 2D A9 F6 1 20% good 
5 1 hunter  6400 28/8 2F 7D A5 F7 1 30% so-so 
6 1 intermittent 800 21/5 -- 2D F8 A8 1 40% bad 
7 2D grazers  200 10/8 1F 2 F2 A8 1 50% great 
8 1 grazer  800 20/10 -- 4D F4 A9 1 40% terrible 
9 1 flying pouncer 200 16/11 -- 4D A0 F0 3 30% terrible 
10 1D reducers  400 12/13 2R 2D A0 F0 2 10% so-so 
11 1 pouncer  1600 18/8 -- 3D A0 F0 3 40% so-so 
12 1 pouncer  1600 19/15 1F 2D A0 F0 2 30% medium 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Swamp Events (1D10) 
1. Quicksand – throw 8+ (Dexterity or Driving skill) to avoid becoming trapped.  If trapped, throw 8+ (Strength or 
Driving skill) to escape. 
2. Bayou – the swamp has turned into bayou, and no further progress is possible without an air raft, ATV, or 
watercraft (average depth 10 feet). 
3. Enraged Animal – attacks on sight.  If contact is made it is capable of overturning any vehicle under 12 tons. 
 1 grazer  6400 40/12 2R 13D A0 F0 2 20% great 
4. Reducer Pack –a pack of 1Dx1D reducers are feeding on a carcass and defend it at all costs.  They will attack 
until the travelers can retreat to long range or kill them all. 
 1Dx1D reducers  2 1/0 2R 1 A9 F4 1 10% medium 
5. Quicksand – shallow water conceals a patch of quicksand.  Characters and drivers must roll 8+ (no DMs) to 
become trapped in it.  Trapped adventurers must throw 8+ (Strength or Driving skill) to avoid being pulled under.  
Roll again to pull self out (add a DM of -1 for each round trapped).  Companions may help at a DM of +1/each.  If 
the character’s endurance level is reached in rounds he becomes exhausted and sinks. 
6. Magnetic Fluctuation – the local magnetic field of the world is extremely affected by local conditions.  Magnetic 
compasses will give a reading at least 45 degrees off of true north. 
7. Circling Flyers – flyers spot the travelers and circle for about 10 minutes.  As the travelers notice this they are 
attacked by chasers. 
 1D chasers  200 15/5 1R 3D A0 F0 2 0% -- 
8. Bog – the soil in the swamp is moist and soft.  Ordinary vehicles are completely stopped; ATVs are reduced to 
very slow speed.  Individuals are reduced to 1/4 speed. 
9. Dense Fog – mist and fog reduce vision to close range.  Progress is reduced to 1/4 normal for 2D6 hrs. 
10. Dense Fog – mist and fog reduce vision to short range.  Progress is reduced to 1/2 normal for 2D6 hrs. 
 
Swamp Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=tendrils 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=snake  2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Roots 2Dx10  6=venus trap 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Tendrils: each traveler is automatically caught and must break away with an 8+ strength roll (no damage).  Snake: 
(non-poisonous) hiding in plant; hits on 6+ (no DM); causes 1 point damage.  Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point 
damage to skin.  Venus Trap: will catch prey up to the specified weight (roll 1D6: 1=25lb, 2=50lb, 3=100lb, 
4=200lb, 5=300lb, 6=400lb.  Prey is caught on a 2D6 throw of 6+ (no DMs) and must roll 9+ (Strength skill) to 
escape.  Damage is 1D6 per round.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to determine damage.  
Diarrhea: lasts on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



MARSH TERRAIN 
Marsh Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1D reducers  1600 28/10 -- 1D A8 F4 2 20% terrible 
3 1 gatherer  3200 31/14 1F 10D A9 F7 2 50% bad 
4 1 hijacker  50 9/3 -- 2D A9 F6 2 50% terrible 
5 1 flying gatherer 2 3/0 -- 2 A8 F7 1 10% so-so 
6 1 amphib. interm. 2 3/0 1F 1D F8 A8 2 0% --- 
7 84 grazers  12 6/4 -- 1D F8 A9 2 40% bad 
8 1 intermittent 12 10/4 -- 2D F7 A5 2 50% so-so 
9 1 pouncer  1600 23/12 -- 2D A0 F0 3 20% bad 
10 2D chasers  100 15/4 1F 1D A0 F0 2 50% terrible 
11 1 killer  100 14/9 -- 1D A0 F0 2 0% --- 
12 1 pouncer  50 8/7 -- 2D A0 F0 1 20% great 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Marsh Events (1D10) 
1. Marsh Gas – noxious fumes are noticeable in the area.  If breathed fro any length of time, they cause 
unconsciousness.  Throw 8+ (Endurance to avoid passing out.  Respirators negate the effects. 
2. March Gas – this phenomenon glows in the dark, and gives the appearance of a starship landing nearby.  It is 
nearly impossible to locate the source of the marsh gas (which is flammable). 
3. March Gas – lights glowing in the dark give the appearance of campfires in the distance.  They disappear upon 
approach. 
4. Radiation Zone – this area glows like marsh gas, but it is actually radiation caused naturally.  Characters lose one 
Endurance point per day, regaining it only upon professional medical treatment. 
5. Radiation Zone – vegetation is dead or dying, and a faint glow surrounds the area.  Unprotected individuals 
receive 1 point damage per hour, although they are not aware of this until 3 points are lost. 
6. Dense Fog – mist and fog reduce vision to close range.  Progress is reduced to 1/4 normal for 2D6 hrs. 
7. Dense Fog – mist and fog reduce vision to short range.  Progress is reduced to 1/2 normal for 2D6 hrs. 
8. Noxious Gases – the area is filled with foul smelling fumes, as if from rotting carrion.  Investigation reveals a 
patch of poison water and ground.  Tests indicate a high level of mercury contamination. 
9. Sulfur Springs – a hot spring (200 degrees) is encountered.  Several nearby springs bubble violently with 
brimstone (sulfur) smelling gasses. 
10. Acid Pool – a bubbling pool is encountered, blocking forward progress.  It is shallow, but if entered, will destroy 
textiles or leather within 12 hours, and create a mild skin rash. 
 
Marsh Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=tendrils 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=snake  2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Roots 2Dx10  6=venus trap 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Tendrils: each traveler is automatically caught and must break away with an 8+ strength roll (no damage).  Snake: 
(non-poisonous) hiding in plant; hits on 6+ (no DM); causes 1 point damage.  Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point 
damage to skin.  Venus Trap: will catch prey up to the specified weight (roll 1D6: 1=25lb, 2=50lb, 3=100lb, 
4=200lb, 5=300lb, 6=400lb.  Prey is caught on a 2D6 throw of 6+ (no DMs) and must roll 9+ (Strength skill) to 
escape.  Damage is 1D6 per round.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to determine damage.  
Diarrhea: lasts on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



JUNGLE TERRAIN 
Jungle Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 1D carrion-eaters 100 11/4 1F 2 A5 F6 1 40% good 
3 1 gatherer  200 13/8 2F 1D A7 F8 2 40% medium 
4 1D hijackers 200 19/3 -- 1D A3 F3 2 0% --- 
5 2D eaters  100 10/6 -- 1D A6 F9 3 10% medium 
6 3D intermittent 200 22/5 1F 1D F9 A9 1 0% --- 
7 1 filter  2 1/0 1R 1D F6 A0 1 10% medium 
8 1D intermittent 50 12/6 1F 1D F8 A9 2 40% great 
9 1 pouncer  400 15/8 -- 3D A0 F0 3 10% good 
10 1 siren  50 9/7 -- 2D A0 F8 1 30% bad 
11 1 chaser  50 10/6 -- 1D A0 F9 2 40% great 
12 1 trapper  25 4/9 -- 1D A0 F7 2 40% bad 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Jungle Events (1D10) 
1. Poison Pouncer – this carnivore lies in wait for worthy prey, and attack with surprise at close range.  
 1 pouncer  100 10/10 1R 3D A0 F9 3 50% medium 
2. Animal Trap – a large animal trap is encountered.  If a character is trapped by it he receives 4D wounds.  If a 
vehicle is hit by it, the vehicle will be disabled (1D3x1D6 damage to locomotion).  Roll 8+ (Dodge, Evade or 3. 
Driving skill) to avoid it. 
3. Soft Ground – this area will not support ground vehicles, forcing a detour of at least one day.  Individuals on foot 
are capable of proceeding at half speed.  
4. Poison Plants – contact with plant leaves creates irritation and discomfort resulting in mild sickness and loss of 
speed.  Reduce each affected individual’s Endurance by 1 DM for 2 days.  Individuals must throw 8+ (Intelligence) 
to avoid the vines, and if failing that, roll 8+ (Strength) to break free. 
5. Animated Vines – ordinary looking vines grab and hold individuals in a constricting grip, inflicting 2 hits per 
combat round.  Individuals must throw 8+ (Intelligence) to avoid the vines, and roll 8+ (Strength) to break free. 
6. Jungle Drums – distant drums are heard in varying rhythms.  If they are sought out, they are determined to be a 
natural phenomenon, produced by the wind blowing through a large grove of hollow trees. 
7. Giant Filter – the travelers are surprised by a very large camouflaged filter at close range.  Each eaharacter must 
make an 8+ (Dodge or Evade) die roll to avoid. 
 1 filter  3200 90/20 1F 1D6D A0 F0 0 30% good 
8. Poison Sap – the trees are dripping poison sap in occasional drops.  If a drop contacts skin, it will inflict 2 hit 
points.  Each exposed character must roll 8+ (no DMs) to avoid; roll location and determine if unprotected. 
9. Chasers – the party is surprised by a pack of hungry chasers which proceeds to attack. 
 3D chasers  200 10/8 -- 2D A0 F0 3 10% great 
10. Dense Fog – mist and fog reduce vision to short range.  Progress is reduced to 1/2 normal for 2D6 hrs. 
 
Jungle Plants (1D6) gathering plants (Foraging skill) takes 1D6 hours to find, harvest, and transport. 
Type  Weight  *Exotic  Taste  Effect  **Bad  
1= Exotic* -----  1=tendrils 1= terrible 1=bad**  1=poison 
2= Nuts  2D  2=snake  2= bad  2=bad**  2=fever 
3= Vegetables 2Dx10  3=stickers 3= so-so  3=diarrhea 3=headache 
4= Fruit  2Dx5  4=stickers 4= medium 4=good  4=muscle cramps 
5= Berries 2D  5=poison ivy 5= good  5=good  5=stomachache 
6= Roots 2Dx10  6=venus trap 6= great  6=good  6=nerves & sweats 
Tendrils: each traveler is automatically caught and must break away with an 8+ strength roll (no damage).  Snake: 
(non-poisonous) hiding in plant; hits on 6+ (no DM); causes 1 point damage.  Stickers: hit on 8+ (no DM); 1 point 
damage to skin.  Venus Trap: will catch prey up to the specified weight (roll 1D6: 1=25lb, 2=50lb, 3=100lb, 
4=200lb, 5=300lb, 6=400lb.  Prey is caught on a 2D6 throw of 6+ (no DMs) and must roll 9+ (Strength skill) to 
escape.  Damage is 1D6 per round.  Poison Plants: (and poison ivy) use the disease tables to determine damage.  
Diarrhea: lasts on day and has no effect except discomfort. 



MOUNTAIN TERRAIN 
Mountain Animals (2D6 – DMs: evening/morning 0; daytime -3; night time +3) 
Die #of Animal  Weight Hits Armor Damage Attack Flee Speed Edible Taste 
2 3D reducers  25 3/3 2F 2D A7 F8 2 50% medium 
3 1 fly carrion-eaters 25 4/2 -- 1D F8 A11 1 10% medium 
4 1D flying grazers 6 2/1 -- 2 F8 A9 3 40% terrible 
5 1D intermittent 25 5/5 1 1D F9 A10 1 30% great 
6 1 grazer  100 13/8 2 2D F9 A10 1 0% --- 
7 60 grazers  800 28/13 1F 2D F9 A9 1 10% medium 
8 1D flying hunters 2 4/0 -- 2D F9 A10 3 10% so-so 
9 2D chaser  50 8/9 -- 1D A0 F7 3 0% --- 
10 1 hunter  100 8/6 -- 2D A0 F0 2 40% bad 
11 1D intermittents 25 7/3 -- 1D F8 A9 1 40% medium 
12 1 trapper  50 11/6 2F 3D A0 F9 2 10% good 
Animal strength = damage as DM; dexterity = speed as DM; endurance = first hit#/7 as DM; intelligence = first attack/flee# 
 
Mountain Events (1D10) 
Avalanche



Starship Stats Ship______________________ Type____________________  Tons___________ 
 
Captain___________________ Pilot______________________ Navigator______________________ 
Commo___________________ Computer__________________ Engineer_______________________ 
Steward___________________ Medic_____________________ Loadmaster_____________________ 
Passengers___________________________________________________________________________ 
Computer_________________ Backup____________________ Sensors_________________________ 
Weaponry___________________________________________________________________________ 
Magazine Ordnance Type 1________________ Type 2________________ Type 3_________________ 
Shields_________________ Hull_________________ 
Cargo________________________________________________________________________ 
Power Plant______________ Aux Power_______________ Maneuver Drive_______________ 
Grav Drive_______________ Jump Drive______________ Shields_______________________ 
Fuel____________________ Scoops__________ Refiner___________ 
Vehicles______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Damage Control 
Area Damage Parts Time   Area Damage Parts Time 
Turret 1___________________________  Turret 2___________________________ 
Turret 3___________________________  Turret 4___________________________ 
Turret 5___________________________  Turret 6___________________________ 
Turret 7___________________________  Turret 8___________________________ 
Fuel Hits__________________________  Hull Hits___________________________ 
Fuel Scoops________________________  Fuel Refiner________________________ 
Landing Gear_______________________  Ailerons___________________________ 
Sensor Array_______________________  Auxiliary Array_____________________ 
Airlock Door_______________________  Fueling Port________________________ 
Power Port_________________________  Shield Projector 1____2____3____4_____ 
Shield Gen 1_____2_____3_____4_____  Power Plant________________________ 
Aux Power Plant_____________________  Backup LS Batteries__________________ 
Electrical Panel_____________________  Diagnostic Computer__________________ 
Oxygen Unit________________________  Deck Gravity________________________ 
Water Purifier_______________________  Electrical Line_______________________ 
HVAC_____________________________  Emergency Lights____________________ 
Flight Controls______________________  Avionics____________________________ 
Main Computer______________________  Radio______________________________ 
Active Sensors______________________  Aux Radio__________________________ 
Passive Sensors______________________  Transponder________________________ 
Navigation__________________________  Fire Control_________________________ 
Jump Drive_________________________  Maneuver Drive______________________ 
Staterooms_________________________  Common Room______________________ 
Cargo Bay__________________________  Vehicle Bay_________________________ 
Gravitics Drive______________________  Sick Bay____________________________ 
Vehicles___________________________  Radiation Cleanup____________________ 
 



SHIP COMBAT CHARTS   BEAM GUNNERY HIT#’s (based on target size) 
TURN PHASES     Missile 11 Fighter 10 Orbital Bombardment ‘12’ (boxcars) 
1. Initiative (Ship or Fleet Tactics)  Boat 9  Small Ship 9 Lone Figure ‘12’ (boxcars) 
2. Movement or Random Range  Medium 8 Large/Super Ship 7 
3. Beam/Missile Fire     
4. Medical/Engine repairs   FIRING MODIFIERS 
     Firer:  Subtract skill level from hit #   
RANDOM RANGE (Pilot Skill)   Target in same hex -3 (sand and chaff have no effect) 
1 = 5 Hexes  +5 to hit#   Defender: add +1 for each hex between firer and target  
2 = 4 Hexes  +4 to hit#    +3 for sand/chaff canister launched versus beams/missiles 
3 = 3 Hexes  +3 to hit#    Evading: (2 actions) add pilot’s skill to hit number 
4 = 2 Hexes  +2 to hit#   
5 = 1 Hex   +1 to hit#   SMALL CRAFT HIT CHARTS 
6 = Same Hex  -3 to hit#   1D6 Surface Hits *Fighter Int. *Ship’s Boat Int. 
     1 =  Hull Specialties# Power Plant Power Plant 
SENSOR DETECTION   2 =  Wing or Fuel Drives  Drives 
1D6; Opposing sensor rolls   3 =  Fuel (1 ton lost) Drives  Hold (pass/troops) 
Use sensor # plus skill as a DM  4 =  Hull/Interior* Computer Hold (cargo) 
Active +1 to detect +3 to be detected.  5 =  Hull/Interior* Controls  Controls 
     6 =  Weaponry Cockpit (pilot/gnr) Cabin (pilot/gnr) 
CREW SAVES (1D6)    
Weapon Type  Req#  SHIP HIT CHARTS  
Laser/Pulse Beam  2+  1D12 Surface Hits  *Interior Hits   Special Hits 
Pulse/Plasma Beam  3+  1 =  Wing (or glancing shot) Special engineering   ++ 
Fusion/Particle Beam* 4+  2 =  Hull Specialties#  Systems    * 
Missiles/Nuc. Missiles* 5+  3 =  Turret (gunner)  Bridge    ** 
*All characters are hit by 3D radiation  4 =  Fuel tanks (10 tons lost) Jump drive 
     5 =  Hull/Interior*  Staterooms (passengers) 
MORALE    6 =  Hull/Interior*  Common rooms (Steward/troops) 
Crew (25-36) per 2 casualties +1  7 =  Hull/Interior*  Cargo Bay (flight teams) 
Crew (13-24) per 1 casualty +1  8 =  Hull/Interior*  Vehicle (or Cargo) bay (flight teams) 
Crew (1-12) per 1 casualty +2  9 =  Fuel tanks (10 tons lost) Maneuver drives (engineers) 
Per Engineering hit  +1  10 =  Fuel scoops or Fuel Gravitics drive (DC team) 
Per Bridge hit  +2  11 =  Landing Gear (or Fuel) Sick Bay (medics) (or staterooms) 
Ship Captain down  +2  12 =  Wing (or glancing shot) Ship’s Boat deck (Boat hit 4+) 
     *Surface hits in bold do not cause Interior Hits. 
SPECIAL HITS     
1D6 #Hull Specialties *Systems  **Bridge   +Sensors  ++Engineering 
1 =  Sensor array Oxygen purifier Flight controls (pilot) Radio  Power plant!!! 
2 =  Aux sensors Deck gravity Avionics (exec/captain) Aux Radio Aux Power!!! 
3 =  Power port Water purifier Computer (comp)  Active Sensors Backup LS batteries 
4 =  Fueling port Electrical line Sensors (commo)+  Active Sensors Shield generator 
5 =  Airlock door HVAC  Navigation (navigator) Passive Sensors Diagnostic computer 
6 =  Shield projector Emerg. Lights Fire Control (chf gunner) Sensor computer Fuel refiner 
 
COMBAT DAMAGE    POWER PLANT  VEHICLE HITS 
Damage Result Jury Rig  Cont. Moderate Hit+  1D6: Vechicle  Cabin 
21 = Destroyed No  NA 1 = Explode (1D6r)  1 = Engine   Controls 
14-20 = Severe No  NA 2 = Core breach (rad 4D6) 2 = Locomotion  Sensors 
7-13 = Moderate Yes (2D6r 9+) 7+ 3 = Core breach (rad (2D6) 3 = Weaponry  Radio 
3-6 = Light Yes (1D6r 8+) 6+ 4 = Elect panel (fire)  4 = Hold (cargo/pass)  Life support 
2 = Superficial Yes (2r 7+) 5+ 5 = Distribution computer 5 = Fuel   Fire control 
     6 = Main Capacitors  6 = Cabin (crew)  Computer 
OPTIONAL HIT LOCATIONS 
1D6 Common Room *Galley  Pantry   Stateroom +Fresher 
1 =  Galley*  Oven  Real food storage  Bed  Toilet 
2 =  Couch  Cooktop  Clothes storage  Clothes locker SInk 
3 =  Holo screen Pantry  Meal ration storage  Computer terminal Shower 
4 =  Dining table Drinks  Field ration storage  Dooor  Clothes cleaner 
5 =  Dining chairs Plate/cup  Drink storage  Floor  Floor 
6 =  Bar  Incinerator Water tank  Fresher  Shower door 
Superficial hits do not affect performance; light hits cause ¾ or ½ (round up) output; moderate hitscause ½ output; severe and 
destroyed hits cause complete malfunction.  Roll once per round to determine if jury-rigged equipment continues working. 



Typical Ship Weapons and Armor 
Ship’s Guns (armor 7)   Starship Hull Armor and Interior Notes 
Weapon  Damage Burst  Hull Armor Factor Ship Interior Note 
Laser Beam 8 1  None  6 Bulkheads/iris doors are 6R or 100 points 
Pulse Beam 9 1  Armor 1  7 Partitions/manual doors are 4R or 50 points 
Plasma Beam 10 1  Armor 2  8 Engine & Computer casings add +1R armor 
Fusion Beam 11 1  Armor 3  9 Power core casings add +2R armor 
Particle Turret 12* 1  Armor 4  10 Shields stop interior hits 
Particle Barbette 13* 1  Note: all ship components and artillery are rigid armor 
Proximity Msl 11 1D4   
Contact Msl 12 1D6 
Tact Nuc Msl 13* 1D6  *plus 3D radiation damage to personnel and electronics. 
EXTERIOR HITS 
1 Hull Specialties: 

1 Sensor Array – the sensors will not function if the sensor array is damaged. 
2 Auxiliary Array – the sensor will not function if the auxiliary sensor array is damaged. 
3 Power Port – the backup life support batteries cannot be recharged until this port is repaired. 
4 Fueling Port – the ship cannot be refueled at a starport until this port is repaired. 
5 Airlock Door – the airlock door must be repaired before the airlock can be used again. 
6 Shield Projector – dice randomly – the shield in question is inoperative. 

2/12 Wing (or glancing shot) – this will affect flight in a gravity well; if the ship has no wings or fins the shot is a miss. 
3 Turret – turret weapon systems are incapacitated on any hit.  If missile turrets are hit make two saving rolls, one for the gunner 
and the other for a possible missile explosion – make another saving roll for gunners and loaders. 
4/9 Fuel Tanks – 10 tons of fuel is lost by any one hit. 
5/6/7/8 Hull – rooms with air pressure will have explosive decompression.  Roll on the Interior Hits column. 
10 Fuel Scoops (or Fuel) – If the ship has no Fuel Scoops then the fuel tank is hit. 
11 Landing Gear – the ship cannot land in a gravity well without repairs first. 
INTERIOR HITS 
1 Special Engineering: 

1 Power Plant – throw 1D6; will explode on a result of ‘1,’ otherwise all systems except backup life support will go 
offline. 
2 Aux Power – same as power plant except auxiliary power plant is damaged. 
3 Backup LS Batteries – batteries must be repaired before backup systems can be used. 
4 Shield Generator – The shields will cease to function on any hit. 
5 Diagnostic Computer – this computer analyzes ship malfunction and damage. 
6 Fuel Refiner – one of the ship’s fuel refiners is damaged and will not function. 

2 Systems: 
1 Oxygen Purifier – the ship’s supply of oxygen will run out in 1D6 hours. 
2 Deck Gravity – the ship’s deck gravity system no longer functions. 
3 Water Purifier – the water purification plant is damaged. 
4 Electrical Line – an electrical line is; one system or part of the ship is down (dice randomly). 
5 HVAC – Interior heating and cooling will no longer function. 
6 Emergency Lights – the ship’s backup lights will not function. 

3 Bridge: 
1 Flight Controls – no control of the ship; pilot saving roll; ship moves same direction at same speed. 
2 Avionics – the ship cannot turn; the Captain must make a saving roll. 
3 Computer – computer function cease; pilot must fly manually (-4); computerman saving roll. 
4 Sensors – one sensor unit no longer functions; the commoman must make a saving roll. 

1 Radio – radio signals cannot be sent or received. 
2 Auxiliary Radio - auxiliary radio signals cannot be sent or received. 
3/4 Active Sensors – active sensors are damaged. 
5 Passive Sensors – passive sensors are damaged. 
6 Transponder – the transponder no longer functions. 

5 Navigation – the navigation station no longer functions; navigator must make a saving roll. 
6 Fire Control – Chief Gunner’s station is damaged; chief gunner must make a saving roll. 

4 Jump Drive – the jump drive is damaged 
5 Staterooms – dice randomly which one; passengers may have to make saving rolls. 
6 Common Rooms – people in Common rooms must make saving rolls (steward/passengers/troops) 
7 Cargo Bay – the cargo bay is hit and 5 tons of cargo is destroyed. 
8 Vehicle Bay – the vehicle bay is hit; vehicles must make saving rolls 4+. 
9 Maneuver Drives – drives are damaged; engineers must make saving rolls 
10 Gravitics Drives – drives are damaged; affecting ability to land in a gravity well. 
11 Sick Bay – all people in sick bay must make saving rolls (medics/patients); if no sickbay then stateroom. 
12 Boat Deck – the ship’s boat deck is hit; boats must make savings rolls 4+; then roll location and damage if hit. 


